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         Vocab Review of Unit 12

  Match the words with the meanings.

recommend           = check
be at sb’s service       sweet food served after the main part of a meal
budget                 =appetizer  (US)  ; a small amount of food eaten at the start of a meal   
be prepared to         meat cooked thoroughly  
correct               prepared 
meal                  meat cooked for a short time and still red
ready                 having no mistakes
starter  (UK)         the money available
well-done             be willing to
rare                   any of the regular daily occasions when food is eaten, or the food you eat on that occasion

dessert                be available to help someone
bill                    advise: say that something is good

        Vocab Review of Unit 13

  Match the words with the meanings.

teller                      the ticket on the dress showing the size and price
cash machine (UK)        the rail on which the dresses are hung
by the way                 small room where dresses can be tried on
shop assistant (UK)        = ATM (US)
stand                       = sales clerk (US)
fitting room                used when saying something not related to the subject you were talking about before
label                        =cashier  an employee of a bank who receives and pay out money

        Vocab Review of Unit 14

  Match the words with the meanings.

souvenir                         ask someone for a particular amount of money
on offer (UK)=on sale (US)      separately, not together in a group
gift-wrap                        look at the goods in a shop without a particular purpose
individually                     have to pay someone for something   
fridge magnet                   putting things away and keep them until you need them
browse                          wrap a present with attractive coloured paper
owe                             available to be bought at a lower price than normal
charge                           a thing kept as a reminder of a place you have visited
storage                         a piece of iron that attracts similar objects used for decorating the outside of a refrigerator
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 Fill each of the blanks with a word from the list.

prepared         being    change    recommend     checking       budget       way     
starter         repeat into     in      on        reserve     bill   
tight          gift-wrap    use     browse     come       take     have 

1.  What is your ……………. for the dinner?
2.  Could you ………………..a good restaurant?
3.  I’d like to ……………..a table for one.
4.  Let me ………….  back to you the information I have.
5.  I’ll …………home made soup as a …………….
6.  Could I have the …………, please?
7.  Can I ………….. some yen traveler’s checks …………. pounds, please?
8.  By the …………. can I ………… my card in this cash machine?
9.  I like these shoes, but do you have them ………. white?
10. Well, in Japan I …………….a 23, so I think that’s a 4 here.
11. They feel a bit ………… actually.
12. I’d like to try it ……….., please.
13. Are you ………….. served?
14. Does this scarf ………….. in beige?
15. Could you…………… them individually?
16. Let me ………….. around the shop.
17. I’m ……………. out.
18. I’m…………. to spend up to £50.
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